The original survey questions, along with introductory information, that were sent to participants in 1953/54 by Professor N.G.W. Macintosh.
The Dingo Menace
This list of questions is being distributed in order to gather as much practical and biological knowledge of the dingo as possible.
It is recognised by everyone that the dingo causes enormous personal loss to the individual man on the land and also to the economic wealth of the country. By answering these questions each one of you will be contributing to scientific work which may be of national value.
Up to the present control have been directed towards the effects rather than towards the cause of the dingo problems and, apart from aerial baiting, methods have changed very little in the last 50 years. The use of myxomatosis against the rabbit menace is an example of what can happen when a scientific attack is made on a biological problem.
Unfortunately we know very little scientifically about the biology and health of the dingo. Answers to the following questions would help very greatly to fill the gap in our knowledge and perhaps make possible a scientific approach to the methods of control. It is almost certain that no one person can answer all the questions, but if a large number reply then it is likely that very helpful information will be obtained. If you have more information that can be fitted into the spaces provided, we would be grateful if the additional information was pinned to the forms.
A request for information was circulated 2 years ago with most helpful results, but we realise now that much greater value would have been obtained if we had asked detailed questions on the following lines. Please do not leave out any questions in which you consider your view unimportant, your view may be of the greatest importance to us. open country, to hills etc.? f. In the case of a dingo caught by the leg in a trap, do you know of cases where it has gnawed through the leg and escaped? g. In such a case can you say whether the dingo survived or died at some remote distance? h. In the case of a dingo caught in a trap do you know how long it will remain alive? i. In the case of a dingo caught in a trap does it remain silent or does it howl or cry? j. Do you know of a dingo caught in a trap dragging the trap away and if so, how far? k. Do you know whether other dingoes are frightened away from the region when one has been caught in a trap? l. Do you know of any case where other dingoes have attempted to assist a trapped dingo? m. Do you employ a lure with the trap? n. Do you place it in the trap, or near it, or a series of lures leading to the trap? o. What do you use for a lure? p. Is there any food or substance the taste or smell of which is particularly attractive to a dingo? 
Bushfires and clearing for stock:
The destruction of normal cover, scrub, trees, etc., results in a disappearance of smaller animals and even birds, this clearing therefore probably robs the dingo of food supplies and shelter. a. Do you think that the dingo then kills more stock? b. That more dingoes are seen because their shelter is gone? OR c. That dingoes become fewer because they have moved away as a result of lack of cover? d. That they may leave the vicinity through lack of natural food? 
Cross breeding:
a. Have you positive knowledge from your own experience of cross-breeding between dingo and domestic dog? If so, what type of dog was it and was it domestic dog with dingo bitch or vice versa? b. Were the hybrid offspring more like the dingo or the dog? c. Did the hybrids join the wild dingoes or did they hunt alone, or did they tend to stay neat the property?
Mating:
a. Is a female dingo on heat pursued by more than one male as in the case of dogs? b. Do the different males fight one another for the bitch on heat? c. Is it the female who eventually makes a choice of one of the males? d. How often in a year are the females on heat and in what months? e. How would you decide that a female dingo was on heat, and is her howl or call any different at this time? f. How long is the female on heat? g. How long after coming into heat does mating take place? h. Have you observed any peculiarities in the mating of dingoes different from that in the mating of dogs? i. Do the male and female dingoes remain partners for life or do they change partners? j. Do you know of one male having more than one female as temporary or permanent partners? k. When one male has mated with a female will another male also mate with her in the same heat? l. If the male or female is killed will the partner at once choose another mate? m. Is the female ever killed by the male in the "love-play" accompanying mating?
Reproduction:
a. How long is the carrying period? b. What are the largest and the smallest numbers of pups in a litter? c. Are any of the pups stillborn? d. Does either parent howl in a different fashion at the birth of their pups? e. Is there a difference in the number of pups born by a young female or an old one? f. What months are the pups usually born? g. Where does the mother go to have her pups, e.g. hollow log, cave, scrub thicket, does she dig a burrow? h. How are the young carried by the mother after birth? i. Does the male stay with the mother and the pups? j. Does the mother try to keep him away from them? k. Does the male make any attempt to kill the pups? l. Do you know of any case where the female herself killed her own pups? m. Do you know of any case where the pups, having been killed by either parent, were eaten? n. Will the mother desert her pups if threatened by man?
Feeding of pups:
a. How many weeks do they suckle? b. Are they weaned gradually or suddenly? c. Does the mother vomit food for the pups during weaning? d. If the mother took a poisoned bait and vomited it, did the pups then eat this and die? e. In the case of a large litter will the mother ever discard some of the pups? f. Does the mother bring food for the pups after weaning and if so for how many weeks? g. Do the pups stay with the parents indefinitely or are they hunted away to fend for themselves? h. If so, how are they driven off? i. Do the adults teach the young ones to hunt? a. Do the dingoes seem to prefer the same hunting ground or do they periodically leave these for others? b. Have you observed anything in the nature of an annual or seasonal migration from one region to another? What do you think is the cause of this? Give the direction or route of geography of such a migration? c. Is it a case of following water with the onset of the dry season and the drying up of local waterholes? d. Is it a periodic migration irrespective of what the season and supply of food may be like? e. Have you observed any periodic or rhythmic increase and decrease in the number of dingoes in you region over the years? f. Do such increases or decreases correspond with similar changes in the numbers of other wild animals or rabbits?
Swimming:
a. Have you ever seen dingoes crossing rivers or lakes? Do they ford the river or do they swim? b. Do they deliberately look for fallen trees or lines of boulders to enable them to cross? c. Will they follow the course of a river for some miles to find such a crossing in preference to swimming across? d. Have you ever seen a dingo swim a considerable distance i.e. 30 yards or more? e. Do you consider the dingo a good and strong swimmer? f. Do you consider a river to be a natural barrier to the dingo? g. Do you know of any natural feature, e.g. desert, precipitous mountain, etc. to be an obstacle to dingo migrations?
What other habits of the dingo are different from the habits of domestic dogs?
Any other comments:
